ON REBECCA WEST’S

The Fountain Overflows
JULIA COOKE

I had been recently proposed to when I
read Rebecca West’s first novel, The Return
of the Soldier. One paragraph of the book,
which deals with an English gentleman
returning home from the Great War to a
wife and grand home he no longer remembers, caught me. The couple sits in a particular attitude on the lawn, he napping,
“his face undarkened by thought,” and
she, watching over him, “mournfully vigilant.” West’s narrator remarks that their
pose “means that the woman has gathered
the soul of the man into her soul and is
keeping it warm in love and peace so that
his body can rest quiet for a little time.”
“That,” she continues, “is a great thing for
a woman to do. I know there are things at
least as great for those women whose independent spirits can ride fearlessly and with
interest outside of the home park of their

personal relationships, but independence
is not the occupation of most of us. What
we desire is greatness such as this which
had given sleep to the beloved.”
The previous owner of the used copy
I’d bought had underlined the passage,
and I stopped and reread it. I recognized
that pose, hyperbole notwithstanding. I
recognized it in the professionalized femininity of urban America and its bloggers
of easy meals and hipster housekeeping,
their frequent implications, with a man
at the edge of the frame, that a woman’s
job is still to make her husband’s life comfortable. I’d always felt as outside of that
pose as West placed herself, and as vaguely
condescending toward it, too. I—as West
was—am a restless, ambitious woman with
not enough patience for perfection in the
home park. For the first time, I felt that
I understood what my future husband
was relinquishing in choosing me over
another. A partner of mine was gaining
many things in marrying me, I knew. I’d
never before read anything that explained
what he might be losing in any way I really
understood.
All of this is to say that when I picked
up The Fountain Overflows, I knew what I
loved about West’s writing: her spare way
of tracing a character’s interiority, anchoring meaning to a revelatory gesture, and
her keen eye for how femininity functioned in a world increasingly aware of a
diversity of female desires.
Though Fountain sold well when it was
published in 1956, reviews were mixed.
West had published over a dozen books
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at that point, much of them criticism and
biography. Fountain is a semiautobiographical mishmash without a gripping plot—or
any plot at all, really. The (male) reviewer
for the New York Times Book Review wrote
that its world is “a fussily feminine one”
and that it “lacks entirely the diamond
brilliance, the fierce intelligence and the
incisive vigor of an obviously superior
mind that we have learned to expect in any
book by Rebecca West.”
Maybe its world is fussily feminine, or
maybe the reviewer was peeved that West’s
“diamond brilliance” had turned, after
forty years, again toward family life. The
book is certainly populated with memorable women. Its characters are real, so
unpredictable and unique, that when I
first read it I felt as if the narrator, Rose
Aubrey, and her twin sister, Mary, their
mother, Clare, and sister Cordelia and
cousin Rosamund stood spectrally at the
foot of my bed, putting on a play in animated tones. For the weeks that I read the
novel (slowly and quickly: in an airport, on
a plane, before bed, in morsels) I felt as if
someone had snatched a veil off the relations of most of the women I knew and so
I read with an alacrity entirely disproportionate to the plot.
Rather than a narrative arc, Fountain
contains a portrait of the Aubrey family,
anchored by a gambling journalist-intellectual father who can’t keep money in his
pocket and a neurotic pianist mother with
a genius for accepting people as they are.
The Aubreys move through England in the
first decade of the twentieth century and
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we observe what befalls them in a rambling, pre–Ferrante Fever trilogy (West
wrote two sequels, but died before revising
them) of family and women and accidental
relationships and poverty and success.
If the women in the novel are any
indication, sixty years of feminism have
not changed much about women, at least
in the ways we criticize and intimidate
and admire one another. See Cordelia’s
simpering music teacher, arriving at the
Aubrey house to convince Clare that her
musically inept but obedient and beautiful daughter is in fact a rare talent: “There
could be traced in [Miss Beevor’s] costume
a reflection that . . . it was probably wise
to appear before such an eccentric woman
as my mother with some slight advantage
of the sort given by elegance.” How many
times have my clothes been armor against
the other women in any given room?
Or see Cordelia, dismissed by Rose
and Mary for her lack of musical prowess,
playing music not for its joy but for the
reaction it engenders: “She would deform
any sound or any group of sounds if she
thought she could thereby please her audience’s ear and so bribe it to give her its
attention and see how pretty she looked
as she played her violin.” The diversionary
tactics beautiful young women use to garner praise—and the inevitable acidity of
pointing them out—are the same today as
in West’s time.
Various bit characters penetrate the arclessness of Fountain, and not all are women
(for example, Mr. Aubrey’s sad, wealthy
patron, Mr. Morpurgo, and his “dark brown

eye shining like a fried egg when it is not
quite cooked”). The best are, though. My
favorite is Aunt Lily, a loud spinster whose
combination of naïve kindness and sentimentality wavers into a “greasy and posing
self-consciousness . . . But there was never
any doubt that here the false merely overlaid the true. We had got accustomed to
the idea that Aunt Lily had formed the vulgarest image of herself as having a heart of
gold, and often wrote herself atrocious lines
to be said in that character, and delivered
them like the worst of actresses, yet had in
fact a heart of gold.”
Okay, so West is a snark. Her skill is
more condensed in hauteur than in admiration. But Clare is staunchly warm, forgiving, sensitive. She is utterly devoted
to her husband, but in her independence
of thought and action, she is entirely her
own person, too. What is most skillful
about West’s character development is
how Clare’s warmth incrementally burns
off her neuroticism over the course of the
book, like sun blazing away a fog. West
gives each of these women ambivalence
and unpredictability, nuanced and continually honed descriptions. As in life, each
time Rose meets Miss Beevor or Aunt
Lily or cousin Rosamund, each woman
is the same and different: an action will
shift, very slightly, Rose’s perception of
the woman in question, and those shifts
accrue. By the end of the book the characters are all so very changed from when we
first met them.
In a way, The Fountain Overflows corrects the false dichotomy implied in The

Return of the Soldier. Of course independence doesn’t nullify my ability to love and
support my partner; my initial reaction
to that passage reflects my own insecurity
more than a sweeping truth. A relationship isn’t defined by a single action or pose.
Neither is a literary character. West has
made me more attuned to pacing, to the
accumulation of gestures and actions and
reactions in both relationships and books.
I thought I knew something about character development before, but I guess not.
Now I’m learning.
It might, though, just be called growing
up.
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